Abstract
Introduction
The emergence of infectious diseases in humans and wildlife is a continuous and 37 natural process that is nevertheless rapidly intensifying with global change (Jones 38 et al., 2008) . Around the world, the diversity, and frequency, of infectious out-39 breaks is rising over time (Smith et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2008) , and the vast 40 majority of pathogens with zoonotic potential still have yet to emerge in human 41 populations, with an estimated 600,000 minimum viruses with zoonotic potential viral, fungal, protozoan, or macroparasitic disease, and as vector-borne and/or 142 zoonotic or neither. In some rare cases, these were left as unknown; for example,
143
Oropouche virus is vector-borne but its sylvatic cycle remains uncertain, while the 144 environmental origin of Bas-Congo virus is altogether unknown.
145
While much can be gained by leveraging data on multiple pathogens to predict 146 outbreak or emergence potential, there are some drawbacks. The most pronounced 147 is that pandemic events may strongly influence model predictions, such that a pan- We distinguish between three different types of pathogen events; outbreak, re-155 emergence, and emergence. Outbreaks are pathogen events are recurrent pathogen 156 events, quantified as having occurred in a given country within three years of a 157 given year. Re-emergence events are those that did not occur within three years,
158
but have occurred at some time in a given country in the past (a cutoff we chose 159 inspired by World Health Organization guidelines for certifying regional eradica-160 tion of poliovirus or dracunculiasis). Lastly, emergence events were considered as 161 the first record of a pathogen within a country.
162
Model structure 163 We developed a dissimilarity-based approach to forecast pathogen outbreak and 164 emergence events that does not require country-level or pathogen traits data. plying tools from community ecology, we calculated mean pairwise dissimilarity events, and which we evidently lack sufficient data to predict using our method. 
234
Examining a rolling window of t years (t = 4 years) over the last two decades,
235
we failed to detect evidence that the enhanced reporting and surveillance in more Figure S9 : Using a rolling window (t = 4 years), we found that predictive accuracy did not increase as a result of enhanced surveillance and data collection of more recent years.
